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Setting the agenda for tobacco harm (reduction) research
WHO set(s) the agenda?
• Self-appointed special interests (children; anti-tobacco/nicotine industries),
including agenda-driven scientists and some authoritative organizations.
• Not the majority of scientists interested in tobacco and nicotine – laggards.
• FDA/regulatory bodies – also play catch up.
• Tobacco/nicotine industries –follow FDA/regulatory bodies.

What was/is the agenda?
Zombie theories (cannot be killed by evidence,
refuse to die)
• Use of e-cigarettes (and all alternative nicotine products) causes naïve
users (esp. youth) to smoke cigarettes – The Gateway Hypothesis.
• Use of e-cigarettes (and all alternative nicotine products) causes
smokers to fail quitting (attempting or succeeding), or it doesn’t help
them to quit.
• Use of e-cigarettes (and all alternative nicotine products) causes
biological (and other) harms.

Use of e-cigarettes (and all alternative nicotine products) causes naïve
users (esp. youth) to smoke cigarettes – The Gateway Hypothesis.
NASEM (2018):
Conclusion 16-1. There is substantial evidence that e-cigarette use increases risk of
ever using combustible tobacco cigarettes among youth and young adults.

Causal conclusion

NASEM (2018)
“Across the studies, a wide range of covariates were adjusted for that spanned a
number of sociodemographic, interpersonal, environmental, and intrapersonal
factors, including use of other substances (see Table 16-1), which the committee
considered a comprehensive selection of confounding factors...
By contrast, ecological trends in e-cigarette use and smoking prevalence in youth
across time failed to provide confirmatory support that e-cigarette use causes
smoking initiation, and, if anything, are more consistent with the notion that ecigarette use is associated with reduced smoking. However, ecological studies of
trends going back a decade found that the rate of reduction of smoking in U.S.
youth has remained consistent and has not accelerated in recent years when ecigarettes have become popular.”

Breathtaking “scientific” interpretation and inference

On the case – required reading

There is a longitudinal association between adolescent vaping and smoking
initiation; however, the evidence is limited by publication bias, high sample
attrition and inadequate adjustment for potential confounders.
All but one study were rated as having critical or serious risk of bias; this finding
was inconsistent with previous reviews, which rated most of the studies as having a
low risk of bias.
The US National Academies of Sciences and Medicine have stated that: ‘Across the
studies, a wide range of covariates were adjusted for that spanned a number of
sociodemographic, interpersonal, environmental, and intrapersonal factors,
including use of other substances, which the committee considered a
comprehensive selection of confounding factors’ (p. 533). However, our analysis
demonstrates that this was not the case.

Recommendations

Please stop. But if you must study the gateway hypothesis, do a better job of
measuring confounding factors, and use proper causal inference methods
(minimum bar).
Youth population surveillance studies are probably adequate for most
purposes, but report (and release) all of the data. Who uses these products
and why? - CONTEXT

Use of e-cigarettes (and all alternative nicotine products) causes
smokers to fail quitting (attempting or succeeding), or it doesn’t help
them to quit.

2016

Findings—38 studies (of 577 studies identified) were included in the systematic review; all 20 studies with
control groups (15 cohort studies, three cross-sectional studies, and two clinical trials) were included in
random effects meta-analysis and sensitivity analyses. Odds of quitting cigarettes were 28% lower in those
who used e-cigarettes compared with those who did not use e-cigarettes (odds ratio [OR] 0·72, 95% CI
0·57–0·91).
Interpretation—As currently being used, e-cigarettes

quitting among smokers.

are associated with significantly less

2016

Hartmann-Boyce J, McRobbie H, Bullen C,
Begh R, Stead LF, Hajek P. Electronic
cigarettes for smoking cessation.
Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews
2016, Issue 9. Art. No.: CD010216. DOI:
10.1002/14651858.CD010216.pub3.

Few experiments; included
observational studies

There is evidence from two
trials that ECs help smokers to
stop smoking in the long term
compared with placebo ECs.

Crucially, this group of studies (the longitudinal surveys) share a serious
limitation. As these studies only recruited current smokers, they excluded
those people from the same population who tried ECs and stopped smoking
(e.g. if 100 smokers tried ECs and 50 stopped smoking, these studies would
only recruit the 50 who continued to smoke). Following up ‘treatment failures’
is likely to show a low treatment effect, even for treatments that are highly
effective. To asses the effects of ECs on smoking, participants need to be
recruited prior to initiating EC use. In future versions of this review, as higherquality data become available, we will no longer include this group of studies.

Prevalent User Bias
Quit smoking
Ecig2

A is initiation of a drug, V1 is continued
use, and S is selection into a study of
prevalent users. Common causes V2 of
continued use and the outcome Y, such
as underlying health conditions, could
lead to selection bias if not taken into
account.

Ecig1

Dependence?
Smith, L.H. Selection Mechanisms and Their
Consequences: Understanding and Addressing
Selection Bias. Curr Epidemiol Rep (2020). https://
doi.org/10.1007/s40471-020-00241-6

“As these studies only recruited current smokers,
they excluded those people from the same
population who tried ECs and stopped smoking (e.g.
if 100 smokers tried ECs and 50 stopped smoking,
these studies would only recruit the 50 who
continued to smoke). Following up ‘treatment
failures’ is likely to show a low treatment effect,
even for treatments that are highly effective. To
asses the effects of ECs on smoking, participants
need to be recruited prior to initiating EC use.”

RCT

2019

2020

RCTs & CTs

Hartmann-Boyce J, McRobbie H, Lindson N, Bullen C, Begh R,
Theodoulou A, Notley C, Rigotti NA, Turner T, Butler AR, Hajek P.
Electronic cigarettes for smoking cessation. Cochrane Database of
Systematic Reviews 2020, Issue 10. Art. No.: CD010216. DOI:
10.1002/14651858.CD010216.pub4.

Observational research study strengths and limitations
Strength:
• Population-level inferences – external validity – but estimates can be “off”.
Limitations:
• Abstract – Removed from reality (e.g., past 30 day use).
• Provisional – Always lagging (some things change quickly).
• Incomplete – Measurement is usually superficial and error-prone; what is meaningful to
people, not just to researchers, regulators, special interests, etc.?
• Exposures/interventions poorly defined and ad hoc (MSU).

Observational research study strengths and limitations
Limitations:
• Outcomes: Multidetermined – Isolating single causes mangles reality. How much
is a little, a lot (p-values don’t tell us)? Unobserved confounders.
• Causal inference –Not impossible, but difficult. Seeing, not doing. Proper causal
inferential methods are required (minimum bar). Population samples do not
mitigate confounding or selection biases.

Pharmacoepidemiology – Real World Studies

Recommendations

• RCTs: Full steam ahead
• What’s the question? Quitting smoking cigarettes, reduction, switching,
reduced harms compared to smoking?
• What’s the intervention? What’s plausible and how is it related to what
people really do or can do in their ordinary lives? Compared to what (e.g.,
therapeutic options)? Real-world RCTs?
• Observational studies: Fit for purpose? Use proper causal inference
methods; don’t “select” subpopulations.

Use of e-cigarettes (and all alternative nicotine products) causes
biological (and other) harms.

Look to the biomarker data...

and the health outcome data
Respiratory symptoms improve

Hajek P et al. N Engl J Med 2019;380:629-637

Pulmonary function
improves in switchers
with COPD

Recommendations

• Pay attention to research with human beings
• Switching studies and, to a much lesser extent, known group comparisons
(must include cigarette smokers)
• Biomarker and symptom studies for short-term effects
• More health outcome studies (except for observational studies which are
riddled with potential confounding, e.g., disentangling smoking and e-cig
use histories of exposure)

